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Leaders everywhere, in arenas big and small, struggle with the desire and, frankly, the need to

make sure their vision for the organization they have created or grown continues regardless of

circumstances. And the question "what will be my legacy?" is a question all people ask themselves.

Myles Munroe has observed that the tendency among leaders is to deal with this question as

serious circumstances or retirement loom. Further, it is his belief that this is one of the most

important decisions a leader will ever make.This book is a wakeup call. Myles Munroe wants all

leaders to focus on building the right team for the future and to make it a top priority because the

process is not a quick one. Properly mentoring the right people to ensure the continuation of an

organization is actually a process that must be woven into that organization over a span of years or

even decades. Chapter topics discussed include  The Chaos of Transition The Leadership Dilemma

Living Beyond Your Generation The Principles of MentoringPASSING IT ON shows how to use the

concept of mentoring within an organization to value the distinct talents and abilities of the

individuals. Mentoring is the pathway to developing leaders from within; leaders who are in line with

the goals of the organization; leaders who are most likely to adopt and carry a vision forward.
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Although HIGHLY repetitive, I believe this is one of the most important books on leadership ever

written. Why? Because of the authors perspective, level of knowledge and also the sheer

importance of this rarely mentioned subject.Beside the amazingly powerful core message of this

book I also love the practical way the author describes: How to choose a successor, how to mentor,

and how a mentee should act towards the mentor. These principles will be vary helpful to me in the

future as I will require this book to be read by anyone that would like my direct mentorship.

Dr Myles Munroe is one of my favorite authors. I have heard him speak and have probably have

read over 20 of his books.This book is one of his very best to date. I know there will be more of his

important books to read. The words of this writer provide the greatest needs.....leadership..... for our

Christian church today, and from my personal experience. Do we have leaders and if so , what kind

of leaders are they? For example one of Dr Munroe's chapters covers the Secrets of Successful

Succession and this is at the beginning of this excellent book for all Christians to read. Pastors

please read this important book. It should be a seminary class book too.

Timely information in a subject area of relevance: succession in ministry leadership. Dr. Monroe

prophetically set out the mandate for 'passing the torch' with inensity and vigor. Not spoken in this

arena, he offers strategic guidance both by word and example. It was a great loss when Dr. Monroe

died but an even greater loss had he not laid this foundation ( thoughDr. Pinder also died in the

crash) but guidance remains for ledgers to follow.

Every person in leadership should read this book. Dr. Myles most certainly left us words to live by.

This book enhanced and changed my view on legacy-leadership. We should be ready and willing to

pass the baton to the next generation without fear of it detracting from what we have been placed

here to do. This is an excellent source and I will treasure it always!!!!!

The depth of insight takes you behind the scenes of the unknown world of mentorship and

leadership succession. This book is on the cutting edge of revealing the steps to organizational

perpetuity. You will not be disappointed.



I am an HR Director and I cannot say enough that this is a great read for all leaders. These

principles can be used by anyone. Very rich in content thus a lot of note taking. It has been easy to

take notes being I use a kindle. I also plan to purchase many copies and pass this book to our key

leadership. Great book... It is VERY relevant to all people. Dr. Munroe I commend you for stepping

out and writing this book. Regardless of our backgrounds we all need to be thinking beyond our

leadership by intentionally mentoring the next generation of leaders.

Myles Munroe is a wonderful author and speaker. I would highly recomend this book, and all of his

book. This one is definitley a must read for those who want to become a leader.

Excellent purchase for a friend!! My friend loved it and finished it very quickly!! Friend immediately

started using the material to mentor others!! phenomenal
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